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What is Machine Learning?

Teaching a computer to perform 
a specif ic task without using 
explicit instructions.



Understanding the terms

Determining what decision 

needs to be made based on 

existing data.

C l a s s i f i e r

The method used for 

determining the classif ication. 

In most machine learning 

applications, you’re building a 

predictive model, sometimes a 

decision model.

M o d e l

Data that you feed into your 

model to train it. The decisions 

or predictions will be made 

based on this training data. We 

will evaluate it’s effectiveness.

T r a i n i n g  D a t a



Siri

Alexa

Spam Filtering

Google Translate

Social media
News assortment

Self-driving cars

Facial Recognition

Advertising



Examples of Classif iers

Using certain attributes in previous 

emails to determine a binary (true or 

false) outcome. Is this spam?

Is this email spam?

Detecting a number of potential 

diseases that you might have based on 

examples previously seen. This is called 

multi-label classification.

Medical detection

Some models are just about predicting a 

binary outcome, but rather finding many 

matches, like facial recognition or online 

dating. This is called multi-class 

classification.

Where can I f ind true love?

What attributes does a person have that 

predicts how they will vote? And can you 

find outliers when there are few 

examples? Called imbalanced 

classification.

Voting patterns and fraud



Classifying Medical Data
Each row represents blood tests f rom a patient. Some have chronic kidney disease, 

and some do not. One column in the data specif ies which have kidney disease.



Class 0 means no kidney disease 

Class 1 means they have kidney disease



Look for clustering in the data



Look for clustering in the data





Nearest Neighbor Classif ier
Find the points that are closest to the new data point to make a determination of 

whether it’s a good candidate for either classif ication. 



Find the f ive nearest neighbors



Decision Boundaries
Locate the nearest points classif ication and create a boundary.



Decision Boundaries
Take an average of the f ive nearest points to smooth out the boundary.



Detecting Counterfeit Banknotes



Counterfeit Banknotes







Finding distance between two points.

Finding distance between three points.



17-year-old Brittany Wenger won Google 

Science Fair for building a computer program 

doctors use for Breast Cancer Detection









Problems with Machine 
Learning



https: //www.propublica.org/series/machine-bias

https://www.propublica.org/series/machine-bias


Northpointe’s core product is a set of scores derived from 137 questions that are 

either answered by defendants or pulled from criminal records. Race is not one of 

the questions. The survey asks defendants such things as: “Was one of your 

parents ever sent to jail or prison?” “How many of your friends/

acquaintances are taking drugs illegally?” and “How often did you get 

in fights while at school?” The questionnaire also asks people to agree or 

disagree with statements such as “A hungry person has a right to steal” and 

“If people make me angry or lose my temper, I can be dangerous.”

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2702103-Sample-Risk-Assessment-COMPAS-CORE.html






“All models are 
wrong but some 

are useful”

 —  G e o r g e  B o x ,  f a m e d  s t a t i s t i c i a n  i n  1 9 7 8





Machine learning 
is almost never 
100% accurate. 



80% 99%

Accuracy in Machine Learning

Self-dr iv ing cars
A misinterpretation by the 
computer could have 
disastrous consequences. 

Face detect ion on 
Facebook

Facebook tries to 
determine if  you’re in the 

photo. Not so much 
penalty if it’s wrong.



Neural Network Machine Learning

https: //youtu.be/wFTmQ27S7OQ?t=4092









https: //youtu.be/aircAruvnKk?t=303

https://youtu.be/aircAruvnKk?t=303






Machine Learning Process 

Each example records certain 

attributes, so we can design a 

classif ier.

L o t s  o f  e x a m p l e s  

a s  i n p u t
Any machine learning 

algorithm looks for patterns in 

the data, like clusters in a 

scatter chart.

L o o k  f o r  p a t t e r n s

The f inal step is to forecast 

results based on new inputs.

M a k e  p r e d i c t i o n s

1 2 3

Evaluate the results to see how 

accurate they were, and adjust 

the algorithm based on 

success.

T e s t  r e s u l t s

4



1

2

3

4

GATHERING lots of data, recording 
various attributes

How does a machine "learn"?

The more data you have, the more accurate your system 
will be.

TRAINING data to look for specif ic 
groupings, correlations in the data.
Look for how data clusters around certain areas, and what 
other pieces of data correlate to that.

PREDICTING a new piece of datum 
based on similar characteristics.

Machine learning is about predicting outcomes based on 
historical data.

EVALUATING and testing effectiveness 
for improvement.
We evaluate how accurate our predictions are, and create a 
confidence score. And use those predictions to feed back 
into the system to improve it.

1

2

3

4





We’re going to use these



to predict these



Step 1 - Separate our data 



Training Data

Testing Data

Step 1 - Separate our data 



Training Data

Testing Data

We only use training 

data to build our model 

(classif ier)



Training Data

Testing Data

We only use training 

data to build our model 

(classif ier)

Then we input some of 

our test data to see if we 

get the correct result.



Training Data

Testing Data

X_train X_test

y_train y_test


